These problems are exemplified by the expensive flop that was the US National Cancer Institute's caBIG data-integration project, scrapped last year after almost a decade and tens or even hundreds of millions of dollars. It had admirable goals and seemed workable in theory, but in the end it was too complicated to use. Crucially, caBIG relied on standardized data formats, which called for standardized experiments. Its one-size-fits-all approach fit nearly nobody.
There have been some successes. A widely used system called SRS allows the linking of data held in separate well-structured repositories. And the Biomart project joins up specially designed databases. But these were both fairly bespoke research applications; computer giants Microsoft and IBM are among the commercial firms that have introduced systems that aimed at a wider reach but had little impact.
To be useful to the life-sciences community, a data-management system probably needs to be devised and developed by the life-sciences community. The US National Institutes of Health has a 'Big Data' initiative, and agency head Francis Collins has spoken many times of the need to address the problem. Now is the time for researchers to plan an open data-management system that scientists will want to adopt. Many of the software pieces are already available.
As a starting point, here are three lessons from the successes and failures of the past.
First, the data are going to change. Biological information will always come in varied formats, and these formats cannot be defined in advance. Software engineers hate this. But a useful system must be flexible and updatable. Second, people are not going to change. Busy scientists will adopt a new system only if it offers substantial benefit and is painless. Many commercial systems are unpopular because they make simple steps such as data retrieval complicated, to stop scientists using several (rival) systems at once.
Third, the problem is not technical. Although the latest kit is always alluring to funders, today's cutting-edge devices will be blunt tomorrow. Data-management systems must be driven by the need to find a workable solution to the problem, not by a desire to make the problem fit the latest fashionable technology.
Development of a biology-friendly system is possible, but it will require a change in mentality. As a useful test, a good data-management system should cost more to maintain, update and change with the times than it does to develop. Otherwise the price is too high. ■ John Boyle will shortly become senior director of bioinformatics at Kymab in Cambridge, UK. e-mail: john.boyle@kymab.com
